Basic CSMFOREX User Guide
“The system of Streaming CSM”
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1. Shows online status of the user
- Green color means the user is logged in streaming system (Online)
- Red color means the user CANNOT log in to streaming system (Offline)
2. Shows the status of the streaming system
- Green color means the streaming system is ready to use (Online)
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- Red color means the streaming system is NOT ready to use (Offline)
3. Shows the time zone of the currency of each country
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- Green color means the currency’s time zone is opening for trading
- Red color means the currency’s time zone for trading is CLOSED
4. Streaming CSM
Streaming CSM is a tool that helps analyze the currency appreciation that used for analyzing the
strength of the major currencies. The currency appreciation will fluctuate based on the trading force in
market. The Streaming CSM helps to consider an investment in order to choose a currency pair for investment.
Also, used for the consideration of each trading. The time frame for showing Currency Strength will be shown
as an overview of each day, which will calculate the real time value which will be divided into consideration
levels from 0 - 9.9 as follows:

4.1 Levels 0 - 1.9 means the value of that currency is VERY WEAK appreciation when compared to
other currencies that have more value.
Investors should consider investment status as Short
4.2 Level 2 - 3.9 means the value of that currency is VERY WEAK when compared to other
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currencies that have more value.
Investors should consider investment status as Short

4.3 Levels 4 - 5.9 refers to the value of currency having a MEDIUM currency appreciation value. That
currency can be changed to a weak or appreciable value which must be considered based on many
factors such as Trend line, news, and other factors that affect that currency pair.
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4.4 Levels 6 - 7.9 means the currency's value is having STRONG appreciation compared to other
currencies that have a smaller value.
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Investors should consider investment status as Long
4.5 Levels 8 - 9.9 or higher means the currency's value is having STRONG appreciation compared to
other currencies that have a smaller value.
Investors should consider investment status as Long

5. Position strength
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Position strength is a tool for determining market trends in the overview of each currency with the
algorithm system. It will show detailed analysis in 24 currency pairs, which will measure the trading volume
in the market (Short and Long) for easy consideration and easy to see the overview of market conditions in
each currency that can be divided into following principles:
The calculation is in percentage from 0 - 100 percent, divided into 3 phases of analysis as follows:
#1. Long phase: The analysis value of 60 – 100 shows the currency pairs of that period. There are
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the investors in the market holding the Long (Buy) status at less amount.
*Suggestion: Investors should hold Long (Buy) position and other factors that affect the currency pair
should be considered as well.
#2. Short phase: The analysis values 0f 0 - 35 shows the currency pairs of that period. There are a
few investors in the market holding a long position (Buy), which leads to have the opposite effect that
causing investors to hold Short (Sell) status in a large amount.

